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Qualcomm Stadium: Is San 
Diego Supercharged or, 
Overcharged? 
by Michael Strickland 
Staff Writer 
The Chargers want a new stadium. 
Over the past decade, 17 new football stadi-
ums have sprouted up across the country. Five 
new stadiums opened for business this season 
alone. It is understandable why Chargers owner 
Alex Spanos wants one for his organization; 
everyone else is doing it. 
Also understandable is the lack of public sup-
. port for the issue. Just five years ago, Qualcomm 
Stadium underwent a $78 million renovation, $60 
million of which was publicly funded. In addi-
tion, a controversial "ticket guarantee" clause in 
the Chargers' current contract has cost San Diego 
taxpayers over $28 million since 1995. Add the 
fact that the team hasn't had a winning record 
since that same :year, and it becomes clear why 
the organization is facing an uphill battle. 
The stadium issue has something for just 
about every law student, including: contract law, 
sports law, property law, land use planning, and 
more than a little local politics. At the heart of _ 
the matter is the Chargers' 1995 contract with the 
City of San Diego, which contains a loophole that · 
gives the organization a certain degree of lever-
age. 
In July, Mayor Dick Murphy formed the Citizens' 
Task Force on Chargers Issues to investigate "fis-
cally responsible" ways to keep the team in San 
Diego. A number of local attorneys serve on the 
task force, including Karen Heumann, a 1997 
USD graduate. Next February the task force will 
submit their final report to the City Council. 
Evaluating the "Q" 
There is little consensus between the various 
parties on the viability of Qualcomm Stadium. 
The Chargers claim they can't compete financial-
ly against teams with new stadiums. NFL consul-
tant Rick Horrow called the stadium "economi-
cally, competitively and physically obsolete" at a 
recent task force meeting. New stadiums with 
more luxury boxes and club seats can keep more 
local revenue, so the argument goes, although 
Horrow presented no actual revenue numbers, cit-
ing confidentiality reasons. 
Task force members questioned the causal link 
between new stadiums and higher revenues. In 
particular, task force member Bill Largent ques-
tioned how the Chargers would sell more tickets. 
in a new stadium if they can't sell out Qualcomm 
Stadium now. 
After a recent tour of the stadium, task force 
chairman David Watson opined that the facility is 
"in good_ shape." During the same tour, Assistant 
Stadium Manager Steve Shushan reported that 
fans have generally given the stadium good 
marks, and that there was nothing structurally 
wrong with the facility. 
Though the stadium has minor problems one 
would expect from a 35-year-old multi-use facili-
ty, soi:ne task force members suggested they could 
be corrected with renovations. As Watson com-
mented, "it seems like a design problem, not a 
SEE STADIUM, page I 0 
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The Surfrider Foundation 
Invades the Ocean Beach 
Pier 
by Hank Hohlbein 
Contributing Writer 
On September 15, the beach near the Ocean Beach Pier may 
have looked a bit crowded. Nearly 500 surfers gathered in the 
early morning to the sound of live music and the voice of Marco 
Gonzalez, President of the San Diego Chapter Surfrider 
Foundation. · 
The Eleventh Annual Paddle for Clean Water welcomed all 
ocean enthusiasts to join the party and paddle around the pier. 
The demonstration kicked off with live music and a free breakfast. 
As nine o'clock approached, the music stopped as surfers, 
kayakers, boogie boarders, and swimmers moved under the pier 
preparing to get wet. Spirits ran high while an echoing ceremoni-
al drum beat began as surfers slapped their boards in anticipation. 
Family and friends cheered from the pier. Energies ran so high 
people began fi ling into the water before the starting bell rang, 
eventually creating a long line of bodies and boards that snaked 
all the way around the pier. 
The event helps promote awareness of the continuing coastal 
pollution problems in our ocean and bays. Donna Frye, San 
Diego City Councilmember for District Six, spoke as the last of 
the battalion of paddlers returned to the beach. "It's time for our 
local elected officials to take action and help make our waters 
cleaner. They should. not sit quiet and do nothing about it," said 
Frye. 
The fun continued·when Gonzalez tossed surf merchandise, 
including videos, sweatshirts, t-shirts, calendars, and bags of 
goodies, intp the crowd during the raffle. The grand prizes 
included a beautiful green beach cruiser and two brand new long-
board skateboards. 
The entire event was free, save the raffle tickets and Surfrider 
Foundation merchandise. The participants thought it was a fun 
way to support action for cleaner water and have a chance to win 
cool prizes. For more information on the Surfrider Foundation 
and other such events visit www.surfridersd.org. 
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The Dean's ,corner 
From the Dean's Comer: 
I hope many faculty and students were able to take advantage of the 
activities and very special events planned for our annual Alumni 
Reunion Weekend which we celebrated this past weekend. It seems 
particularly fitting at this time to highlight some of our distinguished 
alumni. As the Law School approaches its 50th year, we recognize 
Law was named the recipient of the 2002 Bernard E. Witkin, Esq. 
Award, made "to honor members of the San Diego legal community 
for civic leadership and excellence in the teaching, practice, enact-
ment, or adjudication of the Jaw." Following her graduation from 
USO School of Law in 1975, Katherine Rosenberry practiced with 
Gray Cary Ames & Frye, then opened her own practice specializing 
in land use and real estate law. She has written two books, contributed 
to three more, and has written numerous articles in the field of com-
more than ever what a great source of pride 
and support our aJumni continue to be. I 
encourage students to take advantage of the 
opportunity to interact with this ever-grow-
ing and increasingly prestigious constituen-
cy before they, too, join their ranks. 
Some interesting news about some of our 
USD Law graduates: 
Law alums Collette Galvez and Debra Back 
have returned to campus to work as Staff 
Attorneys at the Center for Public Interest 
Law and the Children's Advocacy Institute. 
Collette Galvez graduated with honors from 
the Law School in 1997 and received her 
LL.M. in 2001. While a student, she was 
honored by CPIL as Outstanding Public 
munity association Jaw. 
On a sad note, we are sorry to announce 
the death of Tom Ulovec, Esq. Tom was a 
1978 graduate of the Law School, and was 
in practice in Chula Vista for 23 years, spe-
cializing in criminaJ defense. Tom taught 
trial practice in the Lawyering Skills II 
program as an adjunct professor from 
1994-2002. He was active in the South Bay 
Bar Association, the San Diego Criminal 
Defense Bar Association, the San Diego 
County Bar Association, the Private 
Conflicts Counsel Advisory Committee, 
the Criminal Defense Lawyers Club, 
California Attorneys for Criminal Justice, 
the California Public Defenders 
Association, the National Association of 
Interest Advocate and by CAI as Outstanding Child Advocate, and 
currently serves as Associate Editor of the California Regulatory Law 
Reporter. Debra Back was honored by CPIL as Outstanding 
Contributor to the California Regulatory Law Reporter, and currently 
acts as CPIL/CAI's primary litigator in state and federal court impact 
litigation on behalf of children and consumers. 
Criminal Defens.e Lawyers, and numerous other professional organi-
zations. We offer our sympathy to Tom 's family and his many friends 
and colleagues. We will miss him at the Law School. 
Dean Daniel B. Rodriguez 
Professor Katherine Rosenberry of the California Western School of 
The University of San Diego School of Law National Mock Trial Team is 
Pleased to Announce the Names of its New Trial Team Members: 
Martin Aarons 
Ankush Agarwal 
Troy Atkinson 
Amy Bamberg 
Eve Brackmann 
Noel Fischer 
Megan Godochik 
Huggy Price 
Paul Reizen 
Kyle Rowen 
( __ este Toy 
Jor: 2 Alex Vargas 
This year's Thornses Closing Argument Competition was held during the week of September 9, 2002. The compe-
tition was open to second-year day, second-year evening, and third-year evening law students. Each competitor pre-
pared a ten-minute closing argument in the fictitious case of Aaron v. Kubek, which involved the injury of a pro-bound 
college baseball player during a game. Sixty students entered the preliminary rounds, which were conducted over two 
days. Twenty-four finalists presented their closing arguments during the final round in the Grace Courtroom on 
Saturday, September 14. The final round was judges by Head Coach, Professor Richard Wharton; Assistant Coach 
Lisa L. Hillan, Esq.; and a panel of seven Trial Team alumni: Matt Beran. Keith Bruno. Samantha Kuper Feld, Judith 
Harty.rig, David Huch, Tom Slattery, and Zaki Zehawi. The level of competition was so high that we selected twelve 
new members instead of eight to ten-- Professor Richard "Corky" Wharton 
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Sobering Thoughts ... 
Did you know that a number of national studies of law students and lawyers consistently confirm that: 
- Entering law students are generally healthier and happier than comparative undergraduate students? 
, 
- Within six ~onths of entering law school, these students have begun experiencing marked decreases in well-
being and marked increases in depression? 
- By the end of the first year, students have b~gun to shift dramatically from "intrinsic goals," such as personal growth 
and community service to "extrinsic goals," such as money, ·image and influence? 
~ 
- The more academically successful first-year students change the most from intrinsic to extrinsic goals? 
- Learning to "think like a lawyer" leads students to become excessively critical, depersonalized, competitive, and pes 
simistic? 
- . The incidence of clinically elevated_ anxiety, hostility and depression of law students in the second and third-year range 
from eight to fifteen times higher than the general population? 
- Among 104 occupational groups studied, lawyers ranked first in depression and fifth in suicide? 
- Law school faculties and administrators nationally are in denial that any problem even exists? [If in . . 
doubt, see 52 Journal of Legal Educ_ation 112 (2002) or ask me for a copy of the article.] 
Steve Hartwell . 
Clinical Professor of Law 
The Universityof San Diego School of Law's 
International Law Journal 
Is Pleased to Announce the Following New Members: 
Jenna Acuff 
• 
Ramie Niederkorn 
Cirrus Alpert - Matt O:Zuna 
Bobby Augst Mustapha Parekh 
Laurie Avedisi~ James Pennington 
Lori Batra Justine Phillips 
Marissa Bejarano Huggy Price 
Josh Brothers Shanen Prout 
' 
Courtney Bunt • Bryan Quick 
Doug Clifford Anne Richardson 
Anthony Colacito r Damien Schiff 
Julie Corbo Kathryn Sellars 
KC Donald . Molly Selway ,.,-
Snannon Erickson Dan Shama 
Doug Flaherty Keri Shrimpton 
Werner Garner Chris Shurland 
Jeff Hogue Keith Sierverding 
Michelle Hon . Stuart Smith 
Camille Joy Johnson · Tina Stanley 
Anne Kammer Jason Stirling 
Bernard King Nate Thomas 
John Leonard Tammy Vo 
Adam Lewis Deanna Wallace 
Teresa Martin Margaret "'.ang 
Autumn McCullogh 
. 
Ethan Watts 
June Miyagishima Andrea Williams 
Van Nguy Matt Wilson 
- ·1. 
October 2002 
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Faculty Profile: A Conversation with Professor Steven Smith 
by Damien Schiff 
Staff Writer 
One of the newest additions to the Law Faculty is 
a man hailing from l_daho with a keen interest in the 
connection between law and religion. Professor 
Steven Smith earned his bachelor's degree in history 
from Brigham Young University and his juris doctor's 
degree from Yale. His teaching career includes posi-
tions at the universities of Stanford, Colorado, Idaho, 
and most recently Notre Dame, where he focused on 
law and religion and how the latter can inform the 
study of the former. 
Professor Smith acknowledges that most talk in 
this country about religion and law deals with First 
AmeQdment questions cif church and state; but he 
believes that the modem legal academy has neglected 
the study of religion's relationship to law, even 
though legal scholars have been sedu,lous in exploring 
the connections between the law and other disci-
plines, such as economics and literature. Smith main-
tains that not all areas of the law can be the fruitful 
subject of a comparative study to religion (legal 
accounting is non-religious, at least insofar a5 calcula-
tions and the like do not require moral judgments). · 
· Areas like criminal and ton law, however, may well 
benefit from a comparison to religion. After all, . 
criminal law is concerned with moral evils and their 
rectification; tort law more often than not imposes lia-
bility on the person thought to be morally culpable. 
In cases where this is not so, say where tort law rarely 
requires one to act the role of the Good Samaritan, a 
comparison with the moral code of religion generally 
can yield answers as to why the law has refused to go 
as far as morals would have it. 
A law and religion analysis also can be useful "in 
constitutional law. As an example of an area for its 
· application, Professor-Smith points to th_e Declaration 
of Independence and the Fourteenth Amendment and 
the assertions of the fundamental equality of all 
· human persons found therein. This position is at first 
blush counter-intuitive; that it has become an integral 
part of American jurisprudence and political philoso-
phy is in part due to the influence of religion. 
Professor Smith's interests include the study of the 
application of religious texts analyses to legal writing, 
statutes, and constitutional interpretation. For exam-
ple, one might profitably employ biblical hermeneu-
tics to unravel the meaning of ambiguities in legal 
documents. 
Do you have books or 
household items for 
sale or a room for. rent? 
Submissions will be 
charged-a one-size-fits- . 
all fee of $7, as long as 
the length of the ad is 
reasonable. Email sub-
missions to 
motions@sandiego,.edu, 
and place the ad in the 
body of the email. 
As far as the role of Catholic law schools goes in 
developing a·law and religion scholarship, Professor 
Smith believes that these institutions have a tremen-
dous intellectual tradition which ought to be called 
upon to help elucidate today's protracted disputes 
over religion in the law. Moreover, he believes that 
the academic lineage of the Catholic law school can 
be drawn upon by anyone, regardless of confession, 
to their benefit. 
On a personal note, Professor Smith ascribes his 
intellectual formation to a diverse group of scholars 
of the first rank who, though not necessarily well 
known in legal circles, have made notable contribu-
tions to their fields, including the philosopher and 
ethicist Alistair Mcintyre, the sociologist Pitirim 
Sorokin, and the historian Carl Becker. 
For students interested in further study in the area 
of law and religion, they may wish to research some 
of Professor Smith's works on the topic, including: 
(I) FOREORDAINED FAILURE: THE QUEST FOR 
A CONSTITUTIONAL PRINCIPLE OF RELI-
GIOUS FREEDOM; (2) GETIING OVER EQUALI-
TY: A CRITICAL DIAGNOSIS OF RELIGIOUS 
FREEDOM IN AMERICA; and (3) CONSTITU-
TIQN AND THE PRIDE OF REASON. 
Duped Dads: Who's Your Daddy Part II 
by Nicole Saunders 
Staff Writer 
If you've been to New Jersey lately, chances are that you might have seen one 
of Patrick McCarthy's ·billboards, one of which features a visibly pregnant woman 
and the words, "Is it yours? If not, you still have to pay!" These billboards are stir-
ring up a lot of heat. 
For Patrick McCarthy, 'President of New Jersey Citizens Against Paternity 
Fraud, the group that is sponsoring nine of these billboards across the state, this 
fight is personal. McCarthy, who testified last week before a New Jersey 
Legislative Committee in support of a "paternity fraud" bill, found out three years 
ago that he was not the biological father of his then 15-year old daughter. Though 
not immediately involved in her life, he has been paying child support for the girl. 
When McCarthy sought relief from his paternal obligation in court he was offered 
little recourse. Thus far the courts have refused to allow McCarthy to present any 
DNA evidence. 
McCarthy is not alone. Men all over the U.S ., dubbing themselves "duped 
dads, II are fighting to change an age-old legal presumption that ~ey say is biased 
against men. Bills are currently pending in seven states- Florida, Michigan, New 
Jersey, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania and Vermont- that would relieve men of 
some paternity obligations based on DNA evidence: Twelve states already have 
such laws. ' · 
The presumption of paternity regardless of biology goes back to medieval com-
mon law, where it was assumed that any child of a married woman was fathered by 
her husband. The U.S. Supreme Court upheld this presumption as recently as 1989 
and has of late d_enied attempts to review lower court decisions requiring continued 
child support from non~bio_logica l fathers. 
According to California State Senator Sheila Kuehl, who opposed a similar bill 
for California, "There's no such thing as a legal parent except-through the state . 
. The state is called upon to regulate relationships by law, otherwise benefits that 
flow from marriage would not flow:" Governor Gray Davis, who vetoed the bill, 
warned that this measure would only delay child support collection and would 
allow some biological fathers to escape their parental responsibilities. 
Statistics on paternity are hard to come by, as DNA testing for the purpose of 
proving paternity is usually only performed in cases where there is a preexisting 
doubt as to a biological family connection. A 1999 study by the American 
Association of Blood Banks, however, found that of 280,000 blood tests performed 
to determine paternity, as many as 30% of the men tested were not the biological 
~m. . 
Father's right 's supporters point to the fact that DNA evidence is being used 
increasingly by modem criminal courts to a11swers questions of guilt or innocence. 
They argue that the family court system should take advantage of this scientific 
progress and end the fundamentally unfair practice of forc ing a man to support a 
child that is not his. 
For Paula Roberts, senior staff attorney for the non-profit Center for Law and 
Social Policy, however, "[this issue] goes to the fundamental question of what it 
means to be a father. Parental relationships are more than just a genetic connec-
tion." She warns that supporters of such DNA measures should consider the rami-
fications of their efforts. Mothers and biological fathers could, in some cases, use 
DNA tests to disrupt long-term relationships between men and children they love 
who happen to not be theirs. She argues, "it's not j ust about the man who isn't the 
father who has rights here." 
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CALL TO ARMS: COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT PARA-. . 
MOUNT TO LA RAZA LAW STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
by Rhonda Moore 
Staff Writer 
The La Raza Law Student Association is an organization created and main-
tained to articulate and support the needs and goals of the Latino/a law student. 
It is La Raza's hope to help students advance toward professional excellence; 
instill a sense of self while including everyone within the American legal sys-
tem. Too often professionals move forward into careers that neglect the needs 
of their community. La Raia believes that becoming involved in the communi-
ty as students will produce experts willing to take part in that community utiliz-
ing their skills to benefit those in need of representation so that the system 
works for all. 
community, La Raza is in the beginning stages of establishing a La Raza chap-
ter in a local high school. Each semester, La Raza works with BLSA and 
APLSA to conduct a high school outreach program to expose high school stu-
dents to the realities and possibility of continuing on to higher education. Last 
year, La Raza put on a Mock Trial for third graders in which the "Big Bad 
Wolf' was put on trial for killing one of the "Three Little Pigs." They hope to 
repeat that event second semester as well as expand on that program by adding 
the High School Youth Court to help improve the high school students' oral 
advocacy skills. La Raza also provides volunteers to help register people for 
the lotto for green cards. 
La Raza promotes itself as a diverse group open to individuals of all nation-
alities, not just Latinos. This year board members Joe Duran' (3rd year 
President), Jennifer Nicolalde (2nd year President), Alfonso Morales 
(Treasurer), Sonia Garcia (Secretary), and Michael Diaz (SBA Representative) 
lead a core group of21 active members and many other "community service 
soldiers" who answer the call for help during community events. To encourage 
professional and social interaction among its members La Raza hosts a student 
mentor/mentee program and works in conjunction with the San Diego La Raza 
Lawyers Association to provide students with a mentor attorney from the com-
munity at large. In an effort to continue advocating h!gher education in the 
Since the 1970s various individuals and groups have worked from within 
the Chicano/a Social Justice Movement to actively recruit in the community 
and promote the importance of higher learning. Their purpose was to advance 
the cause of equality, empowerment and justice through service, advocacy and 
dedication. The goal was to increase the number of Latino/as in the legal pro-
fession and develop the skills of these professionals to thereby improve the 
delivery of legal assistance to the Spanish-speaking community. Their efforts 
resulted in an increase in the presence of students of Mexican descent in uni-
versities and other institutions dedicated to higher level education. The 
University Of San Diego School Of Law commends the La Raza Law Student 
Association for continuing to advocate and fulfill these goals. 
Breaking the Law: A Case for 
Humanitarian Intervention 
by Tom Ladegaard 
Editor-in-Chief 
On September 23, the School of Law's Institute for 
Law and Philosophy hosted Allen Buchanan of Duke 
University, who gave a lecture titled; "The Morality of 
International Legal Reform." The presentation was an 
investigation of the moral issues involved in efforts to 
reform international law, and war served as the context. 
Buchanan advocated for more permissive international 
legal rights to use force for the sake of justice, and that it 
can be morally permissible to violate international law for 
the sake of reforming it. 
Pursuant to U.N. mandate, the use of force across bor-
ders is prohibited unless it is in self-defense or when there 
is a Security Council Resolution. Applying U.N. law, 
Buchanan maintains that the NATO intervention in 
Kosovo was illegal, however, he argued that humanitarian 
intervention should be allowed when self-defense is not at 
issue and without Security Council permission. 
After discussing the advantages and disadvantages of 
various alternatives, Buchanan concluded that internation-
al law should be reformed through a treaty outside the 
scope of the U.N .; he envisions a "treaty based, rule gov-
erned, procedurally hedged, liberal-democratic regime for 
, humanitarian intervention." Buchanan maintained that 
such an entity would be composed of states with the best 
human rights records and those that are the most democ-
ratic, operating under the constraints of just war theory 
(the protection of non-combatants), and unanimity should 
be a condition before action could be taken. He proposed 
the additional safeguard of increased accountability by 
political competition and free press. 
What would the role of the U.S. be in this new entity? 
Buchanan advocated that it should play no role at all, or 
at least a non-dominant position. The states that have the 
best human rights and democratic track records include 
the European Union, Canada, and Australia, however, his 
plan would be feasible only if such states could have a 
military capable of intervention. 
An objection to his proposal is that it involves illegali-
ty, for it is contrary to the U.N. charter. To this Buchanan 
responded that the current U.N. system was illegal at its 
inception, that it was the creation of a minority of liberal-
democratic states, which eventually became mor.e inclu-
sive. In other words, the law cannot be changed unless it 
is broken first. Justifying his position, Buchanan referred 
to Martin Luther King Jr.'s and Gandhi's advocacy of civil 
disobedience, which he defined as "unlawful acts publicly 
performed to help reform the law." Buchanan branded 
those who advocate that the law should never be violated, 
even for the sake of morally improving it, as "legal abso-
lutists." He rebutted the absolutist argument with his 
position that international order does not depend solely on 
compliance with international law, for it is not a seamless 
web that will unravel when one fiber is cut, and history 
reveals cases where illegal actions contribute to moral 
reform. If individuals are justified in engaging in civil 
disobedience, so too should countries. 
This inevitably leads us to the question of Iraq. What 
about a war for the sake of preventing massive violations 
of basic human rights? Buchanan provided reasons for 
why such a war might be justified: global terrorists pos-
sess weapons of mass destruction, they are willing to use 
them against civilians, traditional means of deterrence 
(like economic sanctions) have been ineffective, and the 
availability of smart weapons to minimize "collateral 
damage" (civilian casualties). These arguments exist in 
the abstract, however, because Buchanan believes that a 
preventive war against Iraq is not currently justifiable. 
Editor's note: After the lecture I could not help but _ 
ask Professor Buchanan the following-- given that our 
military recently demonstrated that it has trouble discern-
ing between enemy combatants and an Afghan wedding 
party, do we really possess the ability to avoid collateral 
damage? In other words, what good are smart weapons 
when the people using them are not? Buchanan respond-
ed that although it will never be possible to avoid all 
damage to non-combatants, the U.S. has done a better job 
of it than anyone else in human history. 
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EDITORIAL 
Bumfights: A Real Cause for Concern 
by Juliana Lee 
Staff Writer 
Following a three-month investigation by La 
Mesa Police, prosecutors in San Diego have 
charged four aspiring filmmakers with solicita-
tions of assaults with deadly force in connection 
with the Internet "documentary" sensation 
Bumfights: A Cause for Concern. More than 
300,000 copies of the tapes were reportedly sold 
on the Internet for about $20 each (over $6 million 
dollars in gross sales.) Police say that· defendants 
Ryan McPherson (19), Zachary Bubeck (24), 
Daniel Tanner (21 ), and Michael Slyman (21) per-
suaded homeless people to fight and perform dan-
gerous stunts for the camera in exchange for cash , 
payments, food, liquor, and hotel rooms. 
At a news conference on Wednesday, October 
2, 2002, a Deputy District Attorney stated that 
defendants solicited the transients to commit 
fel<;my assaults on each other on film and that con-
sent to be filmed is no defense -one cannot con-
sent to be the victim of a crime. Defendants con-
tend that the filed charges have no legal basis. 
They further argue that finding the conduct. offen-
sive in absence of a real criminal violation doesn't 
warrant the charges filed. Says an attorney for 
one of the defendants, "I don't understand the the-
ory under which a person voluntarily performs in 
a video, and then sues the persons who made the 
video. Neither man claims he was forced to do 
anything." A preliminary hearing for the case is 
set for October I 0, 2002. 
'In addition to the criminal suit, homeless Army 
veterans Donald Brennan (53) and Rufus Hannah 
(48) Hannah, two of the "stars' on film announced 
the filing of a civil suit against the four young 
filmmakers; Las Vegas based production company 
Indecline Presents, and the tattoo parlor responsi-
ble for inking "Bumfights" arid "Bum life" on the 
two men's foreheads, fingers, arms, chest, belly, 
and various other parts of body while the two 
were intoxicated. Brennan and Hannah claim at 
least $100,000 in damages for assault and battery, 
infliction of emotional distress, civil rights viola-
tions, and appropriation of right of publicity. 
Money recovered in the suit would be divided 
amongst Hannah, Brennan, and homeless advoca-
cy groups. 
This is entertainment?! 
The website for Bumfights: A Cause for 
Concern features cool, almost-hip music in the 
background. There are several mini-screens dis-
playing rapid-cut clips. of men fighting and doing 
stunts. There are gratuitous flashes of women 
scantily clad in T-shirts emblazoned with the word 
"bumfights." The hour-long tape gruesomely 
shows homeless men engaging in massive mob 
fights; men pushing each other to the ground and 
stomping on heads until they are rendered in 
unrecognizable bloody pulps; men ramming their 
heads through windows and into steel doors. A 
"crackhead" is shown pulling out his teeth with 
pliers. Another is shown setting fire to his head. 
Rufus (the "Stunt Bum") Brennan is shown being 
pushed down a flight of stairs while riding an 
empty shopping cart. Then, there's the skit of 
"The Bum Hunter", a spoof of the Crocodile 
Hunter, who goes around in the dark "rounding 
up" the sleeping homeless and tying them up. 
What is wrong with this picture? How can this 
be called entertainment? The makers of 
Bumfights have taken reality TV, for all it's worth, 
a little too far, haven't they? We, as a society liv-
ing in the world of so-called reality TV, are 
exposed daily to the violent backstabbing relation-
ships of Jerry Springer, the naive and Neanderthal-
like stunts of the Jackass team, the voyeuristic 
behind-the-scenes glimpse into the world of Wild 
Police Chases, and see contestants vie for money 
and cash prizes on shows like Fear Factor sit in 
wading pools of animal feces and eat sheep testi-
cles. These types of shows were h_ailed as 
"refreshing" and supposedly broke new ground 
into the realm of reality-based television program-
ming. Will Bumfights set a new standard? Will 
the cruel exploitation of damaged human beings 
be the feeding ground for the next crop of reality-
based programming? 
Maybe it's just me, but since when did watch-
ing homeless people set themselves on fire or 
engage in violent fisticuffs became engaging or 
otherwise entertaining? Maybe it's just another 
sign of society's growing apathy towards what 
social problems and issues. McPherson and 
friends contend that they did no wrong. 
According to McPherson and Company, he and his 
friends were doing these transients a favor. They 
sought out their friendship and gave them food 
and alcohol in exchange for a few filmeti stunts. 
But of course! What was I thinking? That's how 
any other person would treat a "friend", right? It 
seems more like puppetry to me. These young 
men saw the homeless as a "meal ticket" to some 
big cash jackpot. They transformed the sad and 
appalling conditions under which these transients 
lived into some sort of freakish reality-type 
"mock-umentary." This type of behavior goes 
beyond that of a typical entrepreneur or even a 
human being. It reflects the behavior of someone 
who views other humans as play things, or toys. 
These young "filmmakers" treated these transients 
much as an animation director might treat 
Claymation figures. It makes me sick to my stom-
ach that someone took advantage of these home-
less people and used them for such capitalistic 
gains. 
Defendants further argue that they obtained the 
consent of the homeless people they filmed and 
that both Brennan and Hannah admit "no one 
forced [them] to do anything." I guess if you 
define "force" as a gun-to-the-head type of force, 
then no force was used. However, for a few lousy 
bucks, some food and alcohol, transients like 
Brennan and Hannah performed stupid human 
tricks in front of camera. Hannah told reporters 
"he needed something to drink because it was nec-
essary and because he knew [the stunts] were 
going to hurt." Without delving ~to legal argu-
ments, this just does not .seem right. The film-
makers and producers are dangling carrots in front 
of these transients' noses, exploiting them by 
abusing their desperate and vulnerable situations. 
McPherson and his friends can't just buy out the 
basic human rights of these transients -by giving 
them money and food to commit immoral crimes 
-and expect things to be OK. 
I think the most appalling of arguments comes 
from the producers of Bum fights. Ray Leticia 
and Ty Beeson, the production company behind 
Las Vegas based Indecline Presents, say that the 
project was initiated in the interest of art and was 
meant to stir social consciousness among the 
viewing public (thus explaining the strange title of 
the video.) I guess ifthe goal was to introduce a 
dehumanized, hateful and violent picture of one of 
the more vulnerable groups in society, then the 
producers have been successful in meeting their 
goal. Is Bumfights supposed to stir social con-
sciousness and help the plight of the homeless by 
exploiting them and dehumanizing them? If the 
i11I1ocent viewer sees this tape, and does not real-
ize that it has been staged and is not real or natur-
al, what kind of stereotypes will persist? And 
maybe someone should enlighten me, but when 
did persuading homeless people to perform stupid 
human tricks for money equate with crusading for 
their cause? Furthermore, I see no artistic merit 
whatsoever in watching someone pull out his own 
teeth with a pair of pliers, or watching intoxicated 
transients plunge head first into windows. It's 
offensive to the concept of human decency. I hes-
itate to call McPherson and his friends "filmmak-
ers" but do so for the purposes of this article. 
But hey, maybe it's just me. Maybe society 
and the viewing public has become so coarse and 
callous that it fails to recognize social wrongdo-
mgs and ills. Maybe it's just the natliral progres-
sion of our society. Who knows? The next 
episode of Fear Factor may even have contestants 
line up with their limbs on a chopping block, to 
see who is willing to have it amputated for the 
chance to win one million dollars, or maybe the 
next reality-based product to hit the market will 
who show the slow and pail).ful deaths of victims 
of fatal car accidents. Whatever fate may fall to 
McPherson, his friends, and the producers of 
Bumfights, I just hope the trend of entertainment 
and reality-based programming begins to realize 
the impact they have on today's social issues and 
problems, and take responsibility., 
A Different Perspective on How to Fight the War on Terrorism 
by Salem Moukarim 
Contributing Writer 
Severely lacking enough agents with language 
expertise, the FBI, CIA and NSA are incapable of 
deciphering between harmless birthday greetings 
and dangerous terrorist plots. With continued 
reports of possible attacks on the U.S. and under 
pressure to detect the whereabouts of suspected ter-
rorists, the current shortage of linguists and transla-
tors is a mistake the U.S. cannot afford to make. 
Overlooked conversations between possible terror-
ists may lead to a disaster. In fact, numerous clues 
of the attacks of September 11th went unnoticed 
because no one translated the manuscripts in time. 
According to Rep. Saxby Chambliss (R-GA), 
Chairman of the House intelligence Subcommittee 
on Terrorism and Homeland Security, "The number 
of CIA operations officers-those who recruit 
spies- who are adequately trained in foreign lan-
guage, any foreign language is embarrassingly low." 
Chambliss further admits, "The number trained in 
languages spoken by terrorists is even lower." 
Without operations officers who can understand 
languages spoken by terrorists, potential spies 
might never be contacted to help in the war against 
terrorism. 
A declassified report on intelligence indicated 
that there were thousands of unreviewed and 
untranslated materials at the FBI. With some of 
these materials dating back several months, the 
reality of real time translation is non-existent. In 
the sensitive world of intelligence, where a few sec-
onds could mean the difference between safety and 
disaster, it is shocking that such a problem exists. 
Apparently the CIA has been aggressively 
recruiting people with language skills in Middle 
Eastern and Asian Languages. Coffer Black, for-
. mer head of the CI A's Counterterrorist Center, indi-
SEE LANGUA GE, page 12 
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Monthly Legal Drama Review: 
A Civil Action 
by Jason Najor 
Staff Writer 
A Civil Action is a film about a law firm that 
takes on a class action toxic tort case in East 
Woburn County, outside of Boston. The film is 
based on the book of the same title written by 
Jonathan Harr. Jonathan Harr had tracked the actual 
case that spanned several years in all, and from it -
wrote the true story. As a result, the book was very 
accurate in its portrayal of the complexities ,ofthe 
l~gal world. Two large corporations, Beatrice and 
W.R. Grace, were accused of contaminating the 
groundwater of the nearby town of Woburn. 
Children and adults became sick, and some died 
from the contaminated drinking water. The litiga-
tion that ensued was long and tedious, filled with 
cover-ups and attorneys from big firms. The book is 
a fantastic read for those who have the time, and 
actually very educational in the field of tort litiga-
tion. The movie, in contrast, is weak, chalk full of 
horrible portrayals of actual events, bad character 
development, and even worse acting. The book is 
well worth the time because it delves deeply into the 
trauma of both the people of this small town, and 
how they were affected by the case. The movie 
instead concentrates on the actual litigation aspect, 
which leaves the viewer detached and void of any 
real emotional connection to the characters. Had the 
movie done a better job of weaving in the complexi-
ty of the situation and the emotion it could have 
been very good. 
The movie and the book start in the same place, 
the Woburn families tort case being bounced around 
from firm to finri. The families of Woburn were 
pushing the case to go-forward, but the initial prob-
lem was that there were no identifiable defendants, 
and the huge prospective costs of proof. Jan 
Schlictmann, the lead attorney (played by John 
Travolta), travels to notify the families that his firm 
will not be going forward with the case, and on his 
way back from the meeting he discovers that two 
major companies are operating across the river, and 
thinks there is a connection between them and the 
illnesses. Schlictmann has some sort of epiphany 
from this and becomes excited about the case. In 
reality it was a long and tedious process, and there 
were no huge moments of understanding that led the 
attorneys to take the case. It was a long and tedious 
process that resulted in a careful decision by the 
finn. From beginning to end the movie strays from 
the book, which I suspect was much closer to reality. 
The movie weakly portrays the huge initial cost, 
and trouble of bringing this case, which are probably 
some of the same problems that arise in any toxic 
tort. The cost initial cost alone was huge, and in 
reality the firm had to put up millions of dollars to 
get the case started. The movie glazes over this fact 
with a scene of lead attorney Schlictmann, and the 
firm's accountant walking into a bank and asking for 
a loan of $600,000. The cost of the case was actual-
ly significantly greater at its outset than as por-
trayed. The firm had already accumulated large 
sums of money from other cases they had won to get 
the capital to go forward. Then once the case began, 
there were three defendants, however the families 
had a weak case against the third defendant who set-
tled, which gave them the money necessary to move 
the case further along. The Woburn case quickly 
moved into the millions of dollars with the numer-
ous medical and geological experts necessary to 
prove that the water was contaminated. The movie 
does not give the viewer the chance to realize the 
financial burden of this case, and moves quickly to 
the next stage of the case, discovery. 
With respect to the discovery portion of the case, 
the movie is more accurate, but starts to quickly get 
boring. Instead of depicting the various victims and 
harms which are vividly described in the book, the · 
movie concentrates on the employees of the compa-
nies, and whether or not they can prove that the 
employees willfully contaminated the grounds under 
their company's orders. While this proof of contam-
ination is an essen.tial part of the story, and absolute-
ly necessary to prove the case, it is also way too 
technical to put into a movie iri great detail. In the 
book the victims stories are actually very heart-
wrenching. The thought that all the victim's stories 
are real is all the more upsetting, and also work to 
pit the reader against the big companies who inten-
tionally harmed these people for a profit. Instead ' 
the movie shows one victims story, and concentrates 
on that throughout. the rest of the film. 
Throughout discovery and trial the movie drags 
on, omitting key points of the story. The film gave 
me a sense that Schlictmann was a terrible attorney 
who did not really care about his case, and made ter-
rible decisions for his firm. But this is exactly oppo-
site of how I felt after reading the book. In the 
book, Schlictmann is careful and does his very best 
for his clients and cares more about them then he 
does himself. The movie makes it seem like 
Schlictmann was at fault for the outcome of the 
case. The book indicated that the trial judge really 
determined the case. In the book, the defense coun-
sel Thatcher and the judge are old friends. Along 
every step of the trial Thatcher makes recommenda-
tions for how the trial should proceed, and the judge -
listens to him. In the movie I felt like Schlictmann 
was an idiot for not settling his case early and taking 
what moneys he could. In the book, had the trial 
progressed as one would have thought it would, it 
seemed that the Plaintiffs would be the clear winners 
in this case, and would probably get a huge settle-
ment. 
The movie is a terrible portrayal of what actually 
happened in the courtroom and throughout that case, 
but what is most disturbing is how the movie por-
trayed what happened after the trial. In the movie 
the plaintiffs settled for $6 million to be divided 
equally among them, and the victims were upset 
because the companies did not claim any fault. The 
EPA subsequently discovered that files had been 
intentionally destroyed and a huge clean-up was 
ordered. While this is for the most part true it leaves 
out a lot. After the settlement, the families of 
Wob.'.rrn sued Schlictmann and his firm because they 
were so upset with the way he represented them. He 
was destroyed by the case and left the legal profes-
sion for a while. In the movie some of the last 
words of Schlictmann were "I' d do it again." In 
subsequent interviews that the movie failed to make 
note of he referred to the case as a waste of time and 
money. 
After all is said and done the movie doesn't 
amount to much. It leaves the viewer with a false 
sense of security that the good guys won. The big 
companies were punished becal!se they had to clean 
up their mess, and the families made more money 
than any of them had ever seen. The movie was 
boring and did a great job of mutilating a very good 
story. My opinion of the film is the same as 
Schlictmann's.opinion of the case-- it was a waste of 
time and money. 
Bill O'Reilly Fails to Factor the Attorney's Role 
by Tom Ladegaard 
Editor-in-Chief 
Bill O'Reilly, the talking head from Fox's O'Reilly Factor, is outraged that 
attorneys Steven Feldman and Robert Boyce had the a_udacity to defend their 
client, David Westerfield. He is doing more than expressing his misguided opin-
ion, however. O'Reilly has been urging his more impressionable viewers to join 
him in calling for their disbarment. 
At the close of the penalty phase of the Westerfield trial, the public learned 
that in February, a deal was being negotiated whereby Westerfield would reveal 
the location of Danielle van Dam's body in exchange for a guarantee of a life sen-
tence. At the last minute volunteers found Danielle's body, and the deal was off. 
Westerfield has since been convicted of murder, kidnapping, and possession of 
child pornography, and the jury has recommended a sentence of death. This 
means that throughout the trial, Westerfield's attorneys knew that their client was 
guilty, yet they put on a rigorous defense. This is something O'Reilly, in his infi-
nite wisdom, cannot fathom. He claims that they lied to the court throughout the 
duration of the trial by suggesting scenarios they knew were not true. 
Unsure of the correct avenue to use for his disbarment plans, O'Reilly initially 
had his viewers calling the San Diego County Bar Association to voice their com-
plaints. Good one, Bill, but as he learned the hard way, a county bar association 
is not a disciplinary authority; the State Bar is. 
The San Diego legal community has rushed to the defense of Feldman and 
Boyce. William Nimmo, a local criminal defense attorney, appeared on The 
0 'Reilly Factor with the"intent of setting this pontificating moron straight, but his 
attempts were futile. Why was that? His attempts were futile because O'Reilly 
simply ,mocked the a~omey's role. They debated Rule 5-200 and US v. Wade. 
Rule 5-200, which governs trial conduct,.prevents a lawyer from employing 
means inconsistent with the truth and misleading the judge or jury by a false state-
ment of fact or law. In Wade Justice White discussed the duties and obligations of 
a ~efense lawyer. The following is an excerpt of the transcript from the show: 
O'Reilly: So you' re telling me that it's your duty, counselor, to go into the court 
and lie in defense of your client. You're telling me that? · 
Nimmo: Well, I-no, I don't think you should go in there and lie on behalf of 
your client. 
O'Reilly: Oh, you don't? Well, that's exactly what these two counselors .. . 
Nimmo: No, I don 't think so. 
O'Reilly: ... did. They said to the jury ... 
Nimmo: That's their duty and their obligation. 
O'Reilly: What is it about the word "lied" you can't understand? 
Nimmo: What is it about the word "Constitution" that you don't understand? This 
is a- it's a Constitution-mandated obligation. You need to read that case so you 
can understand it. 
O'Reilly: Crap. Hiding behind the Constitution .. . 
SEE O'REILLY, page 8 
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News from the LRC 
500,000 Reasons to go to the Library: The LRC Celebrates a Milestone 
by Brian Kulich 
Staff Writer 
For those of you who lost count, there are now 500,000 books in the Legal 
Research Center. 
A reception was held last Friday to celebrate the milestone. Dr. Kevin Starr, the 
State Librarian of California, was on hand to give the keynote address. A big fan of 
books, Dr. Starr discussed the historical development of law libraries and the impor-
tance of books in the digital age. Commenting on the milestone, he said that with 
500,000 volumes, the University of San Diego School of Law joins the likes of Boalt 
Hall (827,000), Hastings (650,000) and the Los Angles County Law Library 
(700,000). Indeed, according to Dean Rodriguez, "the Legal Research Center is now 
the most significant legal resource south of Los Angles." 
The 500,000th volume is a rare early printing in English of the Magna Carta. It is 
only one of three English versions published before the year 1600. Furthermore, of 
the three, it is the only one published by Elisa0eth Redman, London's first female 
printer. 
Dr. Francis Lazarus, Vice President and Provost of the University, admitted it was 
not a coincidence that this particular book was chosen for the occasion. So why the 
Magna Carta? Why this particular edition? 
According to the Director of the Legal Research Center, Professor Nancy Carter, 
the Magna Carta was chosen because "it has influenced centuries of law and remains 
a powerful symbol even today." Just in case your Medieval English History is a bit 
rusty, the Magna Carta was composed in 1215 and it marked the first major step 
toward constitutionalism--that is, toward government by recognized procedures that 
could be changed only with the consent of ihe realm. Clause 63, for example, states 
that: "No free man shall be arrested or unprisoned or disseised [sic] or outlawed or 
exiled or in any way victimized, neither will we attack him or send anyone to attack 
him, except by the lawful judgment of his peers or by the law of the land." 
Professor Carter went on to say that this particular edition was chosen because the 
English translation (from the original Latin) is a metaphor of the library's purpose: to 
make knowledge available to everyone, even the common people. Can you think of 
anyone more common than USD law students? 
So go check out the Magna Carta along with the other 499,999 books at the LRC 
and work on making yourself a little less common. But huny, because in the wise 
words Dr. Kevin Starr, "books are. not dead ... yet." 
Technology Abounds at Law School 
Warren Hall, the home of the School of Law, is now becoming even more technology sound. With the addition of a wireless network 
on its first floor, Warren Hall is becoming the place to be. 
Stop by and get some coffee, and you will see the newly constructed patio and the new renovated first floor called the "Writs." Inside 
you will find an area where you can enjoy your coffee, and watch TV, or surf the Internet without the use of wires. Warren Hall now has 
a wireless network on the first floor, which can be accessed from teh outside patio, or inside, as well. This is fast becoming the favorite 
place to be among the students. The first floor also has study rooms for those who need privacy, and data ports for those who still want 
to connect with wires. 
The classrooms at Warren Hall are also equipped with media equipment, which allows the professors to choose from using the 
Internet, PowerPoint, or video presentations to aid in their teaching. Several classrooms are equipped with cameras, which allow for 
recording of classroom activities. The third floor boasts the Grace Courtroom, where mock trials and classes are held, which helps stu-
dents get the feel for being in a courtroom. Overall the classrooms, the courtroom, and now the first floor are very well equipped with 
technology that meets the needs of the students and professors, but we are always looking ahead to the future as well. 
>O'REILLY 
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· Mr. O'Reilly, I guarantee that if you were accused a petty misdemeanor, 
much less a capital crime, you would insist that your attorney do everything that 
he or she could, within the law, to find holes in the prosecution's case- even if-
yoi.ir attorney knew you were guilty. That is exactly what Feldman and Boyce 
did, and I think they did a damn good job of it. Do not get me wrong- I was 
offended that the van Dams had their dirty laundry aired out in public. The pub- _ 
lie knew, just as the jury did, that the fact that they were swingers and smoked 
marijuana had absolutely nothing to do with their daughter's disappearance. It 
was an absurd argument that, because of their lifestyle, they invited "unsavory 
characters" into the home who were more likely than Westerfield to have com-
mitted this atrocity. I also wonder how Feldman argued with a straight f~ce that 
because Brenda had touched Westerfield in a bar the night of the kidnapping, 
evidence transferred from Danielle, to Brenda, to Westerfield. What was less 
absurd, however, was the forensic evidence put on by the defense in an attempt 
to challenge the prosecution's theory of the time of death. 
O' Reilly fails to understand the difference between lying and sugge.sting sce-
narios that could have happened. The common theme running through the 
defense's case, whether the arguments were absurd or not, was the specter of 
reasonable doubt. Defense counsel has no obligation to raise affirmative defens-
es; the defense can focus entirely on the prosecution's case and try to poke holes 
in it, even if defense counsel knows of the client's guilt. Whether you would 
choose to represent someone you know is guilty is another matter, one that can 
be resolved only through your own personal ethics, not some set of rules. 
The Sixth Amendment mandates that every criminal defendant shall have the 
assistance of counsel. Case law has construed it to mean the effective assistance 
of counsel. Moreover, the Constitution does not discriminate between the inno-
cent and the guilty. Imagine yourself as a prosecutor who had worked diligently 
and obtained a conviction, only to have it overturned and a new trial granted, 
because of a bumbling defense? The converse does not exist; a new trial will 
not be granted because of an incompetent prosecution. Our system of criminal 
justice works best when the prosecution and the defense put on their strongest 
case, within the bounds of the law. That is our adversary theorem, and that is 
when, in theory, the truth is illuminated. Here we found out after the trial that 
Westerfield was in fact guilty. However, because his attorneys did the best job 
they could, within the bounds of the law, any ineffective assistance of counsel 
claim on appeal should be foreclosed. 
If O'Reilly were a Supreme Court Justice, his theory of Constitutional inter-
pretation would be that the Constitution does not apply to the guilty. 
The moral of the story, Mr. O' Reilly, is that before you cry for the disbar-
ment of two attorneys, which entails the stripping of their livelihood, you should 
at least have some understanding of what their job demands. I do know some-
thing about what your job demands, and a journalist/broadcaster needs to have 
an understanding of the facts before he accuses public figures of lying in a court 
of law. 
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· Americans with Disabilities Act: Vehicle for Social 
Change or Nuisance for Small. Business Owners? 
by Mike Lees 
Staff Writer 
Disabled Americans are forced to deal with 
challenges everyday and unfortunately sometimes 
these obstacles present themselves at establish-
. ments that have failed to make renovations to allow 
easy accessibility for the disabled. However since 
the passage of the federal Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) in 1990, some members of 
_ the disabled community are using the courts to help 
enforce the law and to create a different type of 
challenge to business owners everywhere. 
In San Diego, one local attorney has also sees 
the law as the path to reform. Theodore A. 
Pinnock, a lawyer who has cerebral palsy, has filed 
hundreds of lawsuits against local establishments 
since 1992 and recently many restaurants along 
India Street in downtown San Diego. Pinnock fre-
quents different establishments and without notice 
or warning files and action in federal court seeking 
corrections and cash settlements. 
Many feel that Pinnock is motivated, primarily 
by the monetary personal gain that has come with 
the settlements he seeks, rather than just remedying 
the situation. Pinnock says 95% of the cases he 
has filed have ended in settlement, and when they 
settle they usually agree to fix the problems as well 
as pay him reparations. In a recent suit filed by 
Pinnock against Saffron Chicken and Saffron 
Noodles & Sate on India Street, Pinnock alleges 
dozens of barriers imposed on the disabled ipclud-
ing narrow walkways, doorknobs requiring tight 
grasping and twisting, toilet-paper dispensers 
mounted too high in the restrooms, and insufficient 
floor space required for the turning radius of a 
wheelchair. Along with dernanding'these barriers 
be removed, he is s_eeking $4000 for each offense. 
In addition, should he prevail at trial, Pinnock 
could also be awarded attorney's fees for his time . 
"I don't think anybody in his right mind in this 
day and age would quibble with the goal of acces-
sibility," said Attorney Mary Howell, who repre-
sents two of the businesses being sued by Pinnock 
in art article published in the San Diego Weekly 
Reader. "But, frankly none of these owners would 
have rejected these requests outright. . The anger 
that you 're hearing from these owners is them 
wondering why they were never given a change to 
act like decent human beings. Even though the 
owners may not be obligated under the defenses 
that the law has in place, they certainly would have 
listed and tried to collaborate on this. Instead what 
they got was a lawsuit." 
While few will argue against a motive to 
improve access for the disabled; Pinnock's 
approach has drawn ml,lCh criticism from business 
·owners acr~ss the country. Under the law today, a 
complaintant can collect retribution along with 
attorney's fees if they win, thus leading to thou-
sands of iawsuits being filed since the· ADA was 
passed in 1990. 
"The problem right now is that the law is so 
profitable for the plaintiffs," said attorney Bill 
Adams in the Reader. "It's very profitabl~, believe 
me, that attorneys are tripping over themselves to 
sue. I have Clients who are being sued two or three 
times before they have time to make repairs for the 
previous suit. And it's not like the plaintiffs say, 
'Oh sorry, we didn 't know your were in the middle 
of repairs.' They say 'Tough. Give me the 
money."' 
Pinnock, however, feels that this is the only 
way to make sure proper changes are made. "We 
-used to write letters, but the _ letters don't work," he 
said in July 2000 while outlining his position foi: 
the San [Jiego Union-Tribune. "Normally, after we 
file _lawsuit, the case gets settled." 
"California restaurants, in general, are really 
being targeted by these suits, a lot of which are 
drive-by," said Patricia Walsh, director of the San 
·Diego chapter of the California Restaurant 
Association in the Reader. "If (the disabled) have 
a probiem with signage or parking, they'll file a 
suit. Everyone has been inundated with them. And 
quite frequently these suits are ill-founded." . 
U.S. Representative Mark Foley (Florida) in a 
August 2001 House Resolution sought to require a 
90-day reprieve to give business owners time to 
make repairs and corrections before legal action 
can be initia~ed. Foley told the Miami Herald, 
"There's a flaw in the law. There's a flaw in the 
system. This is a scam. This is not right." 
However, Foiey's resolution has repeatedly stalled 
in the Senate, and similar lawsuits against busi-
ne$ses continue on. 
A Defense of Private Liberal E·ducation 
by.Damien Schiff -
Staff Writer 
... -
On October 4th, The Institute for Law and Philosophy of the University of 
San Diego School of Law hosted a lecture by William Galston, a political theorist 
and policy maker. The Institute, founded in 2000 and currently headed by USD 
Law Professors Alexander, Sherwin, and Schwarzschjld, is meant to foster debate 
about and increase awareness _of legal theory through lectures, debates, and sym-
posia. Dr. Galston, who earned his doctorate in political science from the 
University of Chicago and who served for two years in the Clinton administration 
as Deputy Assistant to the President for Domestic Policy, spoke on the relation-
ship of moral values to liberal education. 
Dr. Galston's talk was divided into four sections: the moral basis for liberal 
democracy; the implications of this basis for the limits of liberal democracy; the · 
relationship between liberal democracy and education; and the consequences of 
that relationship for contemporary universities. Dr. Galston defined liberal 
democracy as a robust but rebuttable presumption allowing persons and groups to 
live as they wish in accord with the principle of expressive liberty. If the pre-
sumption were not.rebuttable, one would have a .system admitting anarchy. 
Therefore, the presumption may be rebutted and the freedom of persons and 
groups restricted by the state if doing so will reduce coordination conflicts, pre-
• vent or punish transgressions by citizens, guard the boundaries between legiti-
mate and illegitimate expression, _or maintain civic institutions. -As a consequence 
of Dr. Galston's value pluralism, politics must be viewed as instrumental, rather 
than as an end in itself; therefore one may live within a liberal democracy and ·yet 
be apolitical. 
Dr. Galston next proceeded to his defense of liberal democracy. He claimed 
that liberal democracy best satisfies the needs of.its citizens and thereby creates 
in them a strong loyalty to the state. The system also melds well with value plu-
ralism, which he held was not equivalent to moral relativism, although he admit-
ted that under it there was no summum bonum, no hierarchical ordering of goods . 
but only mere groupings of.values. Nevertheless, value pluralism allows, Dr. 
Galston argued, for the protection of basic goods and individual liberty. · . . . 
If there is no highest good, as Dr. Galston concluded, one cannot justify a pro-
gram or policy in liberal democracies simply because it tends to favor democracy 
- (as democracy is by definition not the greatest good). This result is not necessari-
ly bad, for Dr. Galston claimed that some institutions within liberal democracies, 
such as universities, need to be insulated from the popular will in order for them 
to flourish. He called to mind examples in our country of similarly insulated sec-
tors; such as -lifetime appointed judges and the Fe;;deral Reserve Board. In 
essence, Dr. Galston argued for liberal dem9cracy's own need of miniature meri-
tocracies within its confines to act as a check on the excesses of misguided popu-
lar will. 
In education, Dr. Galston noted ·a fundamental tension between civic educa-
tion (that learning which all normal members of a liberal democracy are expected 
_to have) and gentlemanly education (that learning which only a few in fact have 
and which, Dr. Galston argued, only a few by nature can attain). He rejected the 
possibility of an "aristocracy of everyone" and Jefferson's contention that such 
would be good for liberal democracies. As for the role of the thinker in liberal 
democracies, Dr. Galston suggested another tension between the intellectual's · 
urge to participate and the fear thus of exposing himself to the censuring judg-
ment of the masses. On a current note, he also mentioned the tension between 
today's increased patriotism and intellectuals who_ espouse contrarian ideas. In 
closing, Dr. Galston claimed that private universities ()CCupy a superior position 
to that of their public col.Jnterparts, as they are better insulated from the popular 
· will. The ge~ius of liberal democracy, Dr. Galston concluded, is its ability to 
function despite having within it groups of free inquiry that challenge democracy 
itself. 
The lecture was well received, though at tizr1:es Dr. Galston 's arcane vocabu-
. lary made it difficult for some in the audience to follow the line of his argument. 
· The Institute's next offering will be a lecture by Professor David Luban of 
Georgetown Law on the philosophical foundations of lawyers' ethics, to be held 
November 8 at 5:00 PM in the Kroc Building. 
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'new stadium' problem." 
The Super Bowl further complicates matters, 
however. In 1999, an NFL official said "it may be 
difficult for San Diego to get another Super Bowl 
without a new stadium" after the big game is played 
here next January. A 1998 study by 
PricewaterhouseCoopers concluded that Super 
right to reopen negotiations with the city every four 
years if certain economic prerequisites are met. 
porarily put the team at the top of the league 's 
standings, a place it has not been for a very long 
time. 
Bowl :XXXII infused $295 million into the local 
economy. Such numbers add weight to the argument 
for keeping the NFL happy. 
Essentially, ifthe Chargers and the City cannot 
agree on an amendment to the contract to offset the 
economic factors causing the renegotiation in the 
first place, the Chargers have the right to terminate 
the contract. In plain terms, the organization can 
say "pay up or we're outta here." 
The "new stadium equals better team" logic 
seems to be a chicken-or-the-egg question. Do the 
Chargers need a new stadium to get ·a better team? · 
Or a better team to get a new stadium? 
Ironically, a team that wins games could satisfy 
all parties. With more wins, attendance at home 
games would rise, thus increasing the Chargers' rev-
enue. With higher attendance, the city wouldn't 
have to buy out games under the ticket guarantee. 
With a championship-level team· again, the organ i-
zation might eventually"find the public amenable to 
financing construction of a new stadium. 
If the task force does recommend a new stadi-
um, the issue wi1l face voter approval-and almost 
certain litigation, if the history of the downtown 
ballpark project serves as any indication. 
Reopening Old Wounds 
When the Chargers renegotiated with the City 
back in 1995, they extended their lease of 
Qualcomm Stadium to the year 2020. Thus, when 
rumors started flying last year, many San Diegans 
wondered how the organization could talk about 
leaving so soon. The answer is a "reopener" clause 
in the 1995 contract, which gives the Chargers the 
It seems as if the Chargers are searching for a 
way to say just that. In April, they brought special 
counsel Mark Fabiani onboard to "explore opportu-
nities" for a new stadium. In·a recent speech to the 
task force, Fabiani affirmed·the organization's 
desire to play "championship caliber football in San· 
Diego," but repeated the assertion that the Chargers 
cannot compete economically for players and 
coaches against teams that have new stadiums. 
After all, everyone loves a winning team. 
The team's performance so far this seasoJ.l seems 
to contradict that claim, however. Highly regarded 
head coach Marty Shottenheimer took the helm this 
year, and new quarterback Drew Brees has led his 
team to a 4-1 start. A stunning victory over the 
Super Bowl-champion New England Patriots tern-
The Chargers' contract and other key documents are 
available on the Web site of the Citizens ' Task 
Force on Chargers Issues, accessible at 
www.sandiego.gov. 
Stop doodling in class and do it in Motions! 
We are interested in hiring an illustrator for the 
2002-03 school year. 
- < 
Email motions@sandiego.edu or call 619-260-4600 
ext. 4343. 
Insipration and Mashed Potatoes 
by Tom Ladegaard 
Editor-in-Chief 
On October 3rd, the San Diego Volunteer Lawyer Program 
(SDVLP) hosted its annual Justice For All Awards Dinner (mashed 
potatoes were served). The mission of SDVLP is to provide pro bono 
legal services in civil matter to indigent San· Diego County residents. 
Carl Poirot, Executive Director, said that the ideal of SDVLP is to 
provide equal access to justice for everyone, regardless of income. 
The Community Service Award went to Sara Hemandez, .for her 
dedication in assisting victims of domestic violence in San Diego 
County. The Pro Bono firm of the Year Award went to 'sheppard, · 
Mullin, Richter, & Hampton, LLP, for its dedication and service to the 
indigent community and to the SDVLP/ 
Daniel Silverman accepted the Pro Bono Attorney of the Year 
Award. Among his many·accomplishments, Silverman helped an 
Iraqi immigrant who opposed the Hussein regime . . She fled to the 
U.S. after receiving threats of an impending rape and murder. When 
the INS attempted to deport her, Silyerman helped her achieve politi-
cal asylum. According to Silverman, we all have a moral duty to give 
back to our communities, and he said that pro bono work gives him 
the most gratification. 
Kathleen Sullivan, Dean of Stanford School of Law, accepted the 
Distinguished Service to the Legal Community Award. Sullivan is 
the author of 46 articles, comments, and chapters on constitutional 
law, and is a frequent guest on Nightline. She joked whether she 
could get her award, a jagged glass trophy, past security and on the 
plane for the trip back home. 
Sullivan gave a speech on constitutional law in a time of national 
crisis, and the following is a summary. One way to view the 
Constitution in a time of crisis is like a black hole. She cited 
Presidents Lincoln and Franklin Roosevelt as examples. During the 
Civil War Lincoln unilaterally suspended th_e writ of habeas corpus, 
which allowed thousands to be tried in military tribunals without 
recourse the courts. Roosevelt presided over the internment of the 
Japanese, three-quarters of whi~h were American citizens. The 
Constitution has not bothered any wartime president. 
The better way to view the Constitution in a time of crisis is con-
tinuously; that it not be suspended for emergencies. Although it is 
tempting to violate the Constitution in a time of crisis, when that hap-
pens increased safety will not be the result. The current war on terror 
has no ending point in sight. Unlike other wars we have known, there 
is no front line and there is no one country we are fighting against. 
Because the war on terror has no ending point, an "emergency excep-
tion" to the Gonstitution will also have no ending point. 
Sullivan advocates that wise and vigilant use of government 
power should make any suspension of constitutional rights unneces-
sary. She also maint~ins that aliens should have the same protection 
as citizens; the immigration system should not function as a substitute 
for the civilian courts. 
SDVLP achieves its mission in many ways: child victims of abuse 
and neglect through its Guardianship Clinic Projec.t; domestic vio-
lence victims receive legal protection and shelter through the 
Pomestic Violence Prevention Project; custodial parents are assisted 
with custody, visitation, and support through the Family Law Direct 
Representation Project; people with AIDS receive help witli an array 
of legal matters; battered immigrant women are provided legal assis-
tance in petitioning for legal residence status; veterans in rehabilita-
tion are assisted in re-establishing relationships with their families; 
legal residence status is obtained for undocumented children residing 
in long term foster care due to an abusive home environment; legal 
representation is provided in pursuing claims of civil rights vioiations. 
-+ 
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The Red Mass 
by Damien Schiff 
Staff Writer 
weightiest words ever spoken upon the scaffold: "I die the King's good servant, but 
~~~" -
The annual Red Mass, marking the beginning of the judicial year, was held on 
Monday evening, October 7, in Founders Chapel on the campus of USD. The tra-
dition of the Red Mass dates from the late Middle Ages when local legal communi-
ties would gather for Mass to ask for an outpouring of the Holy Ghost to enlighten 
their work for justice and mercy under law. The name "Red Mass" stems from the 
use ofred-colored vestments, symbolizing the Holy Ghost, worn by priests. 
Music for the Mass was provided by the Founders Chapel Choir, directed by 
Ms. Annette Walsh. USD Law Dean Daniel Rodriguez read the Call to Worship at 
the start of Mass. Also present were members of the USD student chapter of the 
Thomas More Society. 
The principal celebrant at the San Diego Red Mass was H.E. the Most Reverend 
Robert Brom, D.D., Bishop of San Diego. Also celebrating the sacred mysteries 
were Monsignor Daniel Dillabough, Vice President of University Ministry, and 
Monsignor T. Pendergast, pastor of the Mission Basilica of San Diego de Alcala 
and chaplain of the local chapter of the Thomas More Society. The Thomas More 
Society is a national organization of Catholic legal scholars, lawyers, and jurists, 
named in honor of St. Thomas More, Lord Chancellor of England, who was mar-
tyred during the reign of Henry VIII. He was a patron of the legal profession and 
patron of USD Law School. More is best known for what have been called the 
Monsignor Dillabough's sermon was in part a gloss on the First Reading of the 
Mass, taken from the Prophet Micah vi:8, "I will shew thee, 0 man, what is good 
and what the Lord requireth of thee: Verily, to do judgment, and to love mercy, and 
to walk solicitous with thy God." Monsignor Dillabough reminded the assembled 
lawyers and judges that the vocation of the lawyer carries with it a grave responsi-
bility. It is not enough that lawyers act justly; they must also be compassionate, 
forever striving to fight and defeat the culture of death so pervasive in our society. 
Also participating in the Mass, as crucifer, were the Honorable John J. 
Hargrove; and as reader of the Prayers of the Faithful, Monty Mcintyre, president 
of the San Diego County Bar Association. A scrumptious buffet of cheeses, turkey, 
roasted vegetables, and desserts was provided by the members of the USD Alcala 
Club. 
Looking for a way to build your resume? Motions is cur-
rently hiring staff for the 2002-03 school year. If you 
would like an opportunity to refine your writing skills 
please send an email to motions@sandiego.edu or call 
(619) 260-4600 ext. 4343 . 
The Secret Life of a Pro-Life Mobster 
by Nicole Saunders 
Staff Writer 
To many, Josep~ Scheidler is a conscious man, waging a war a~ainst 
what he perceives to be the violence and devastat ion waged against our 
nation's children by the abortion industry. He speaks of his movement in 
terms of Gandhian non-violent civil disobedience and what Dr. Martin 
Luther King called peaceable, non-violent direct action. He claims what he 
calls a "God-given right to pursue non-violent albeit robust protest in quest 
of a better, more human -America." 
Pro-Choice advocates, however, paint a darker picture. They see 
Scheidler as an extremist, engaging in "'.iolence and illegal activity to deny 
women their constitutional right to an abortion. They claim that the Pro-
Life Action Network (PLAN), an alliance of pro-life organizations and 
individuals with similar goals, is a criminal organization whose affairs 
Joseph Scheidler, among others, helped to conduct or direct through a pat-
tern of predicate acts, including racketeering, extortion, arson, murder, 
bombing and kidnapping. 
Scheidler and his wife founded PLAN in 1989 for the purpose of 
putting an end to abortion, and they are more than just players in the ongo-
ing'Freedom of Choice/Right to Life debate. In fact, they are gearing up 
this month for oral arguments in what could prove to be one of the most 
controversial Supreme Court decisions since Roe v. Wade. You can 
research this case at NOW v. Scheidler, 267 F.3d 687 (7th Cir.). 
You might be surprised to hear that this case is nothing new for the 
Supreme Court. It has had a long and complicated history through the 
nation 's courts, spanning over 16 years and evoking the passions of some 
of our greatest legal minds. 
The National Organization of Women (NOW) and two abortion clin ics 
first filed a complaint in June of 1986 in the Federal Court in Delaware 
against Joseph Scheidler, PLAN, and others. They alleged, among other 
things, interference with interstate commerce and violations of the 
Sherman-Clayton anti trust laws in their attempts to shut down abortion 
clinics. In February of 1989, RICO (Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 
Organizations) charges were added, with the predicate charge being extor-
tion, i.e. that a nationwide organized conspiracy existed with the goal to 
close family planning, abortion and women's reproductive health clinics · 
through use of illegal means including violence. They claimed that pro-life 
demonstrators· were try~g to seize control of abortion clinic's property and 
all women's property rights in seeking an abortion. 
The case was ultimately dismissed at both the District Court and by the 
Seventh Circuit Appellate Court. 
It did not end there, however. NOW appealed to the Supreme Court in 
November of 1992, shortly after President Clinton's election, for a determi-
nation of the use of the RICO statute against pro-life activists. The basic 
issue was whether- injunctive relief or other equitable remedies are avail-
able in a private civil action brought under the RICO Act. The Supreme 
Court ruled 9-0 in favor of the Plaintiffs, holding that the RICO Act was 
not clear on the issue of monetary gain in conjunction with an extortion 
claim. Interestingly enough, the author of the Act, Robert Blakey of Notre 
Dame Law School had argued in the hearing that since there was no finan-
cial gain on the part of the Defendants, the allegation of extort10n could not 
be supported under RICO. 
The case was set for trial in the U.S. District Court for the Northern 
District of Illinois, Eastern Division for March 2, 1998. Judge David Coar 
certified that the NOW could represent all women who would at any time 
in the past, present or future use the services of a facility that provides 
abortions and likewise all abortion clinics in the United States. The six-
SEE NOW, page 12 
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cated that the CIA has gone "out of its way" to target these individu-
als. Black asserts that the only problem is that there are so many 
obscure dialects of Arabic that it is almost impossible to target 
enough individuals to monitor "live" situations such as phone conver-
sations. 
I believe the problem here is not the number of Arabic or Asian 
dialects, rather it is one of bad recruiting practices. Although the 
inteliigence agencies claim that they have been recruiting across cam-
puses in the United States, I have yet to feel their presence, Jet alone 
be contacted. I am fiuent in Arabic, both verbal and written. 
Although setting up booths on campuses may be considered a 
good strategy, it is a passive strategy for recruiting potential intelli-
gence workers. In order to gain qualified individuals, the government 
must enact more aggressive strategies to attract candidates. 
One idea is for intelligence officials to visit law schools and con-
duct forums to attract Arabic speakers who have an understanding of 
American laws. Qualified candidates can then meet with intelligence 
officia1s to develop an understanding of the requirements for. these 
positions. By taking aggressive measures and making graduate stu-
dents aware of their presence, intelligence agencies will have quali-
fied individuals to potentially become operations officers. Arab Jaw 
students would be the ultimate candidates for these positions due to 
their knowledge of Middle Eastern customs and languages as well as 
their intelligence, which Jed them into Jaw school in the first place. 
>NOW 
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member jury returned a verdict of guilty on the charge of racketeering on 
April 20, 1998 and on July 16, 1999, and Judge Davi.d Coar issued a nation-
wide injunction. The injunction prohibited blocking, obstructing, or imped-
ing women trying to use clinics, but it specifically allows for sidewalk coun-
seling, picketing, giving speeches, handing out literature and praying on pub-
lic property. Although Judge Coar denied any damage awards for the class 
of some 900 clinics represe!Jted by Milwaukee's Summit Clinic and 
Wilmington's Delaware Women's Clinic, the RICO Act allowed trebling of 
the jury verdicts. 
· Defendants filed an appeal in August of 1999 and the Seventh Circuit 
Court of Appeals affirmed the District Court's findings in October of 200 I. 
The Pro-Life Action League filed a petition for certiorari with the United 
States Supreme Court in January of 2002 and it granted certiorari this past 
April. 
For Joseph Scheidler, this ruling "boils down to guilt by association." 
Attorneys for the defendants argue that acts of individual demonstrators can-
not be blamed on the movement as a whole or its leaders. Further, they 
argue that this case amounts to a suppression of free speech rights. Robert. 
Blakey adds, "this case is a nightmare for anybody that wants to picket. The 
Act was intended only for use against organized crime and drug 
cartels ... groups that don't profit financially should not be penalized." 
For NOW President Kim Gandy, the real question here is, "whether 
women and clinics victimized by the defendant's violence can be protected 
from future crimes, and not merely compensated for their losses after the 
damage is done." NOW attorney Fay Clayton says, "it's about force, vio-
lence and fear." She argues that defendants may not have engaged them-
selves in arsons and bombings, but they nonetheless created an atmosphere 
in which others carried out these acts. She says that they claim to advocate 
legal means but quotes from Scheidler telling his followers, "You can try for 
50 years to do it the nice way or you can do it next week the nasty way," 
plainly tell a different story. 
NOW President Kim Gandy says that it all boils down to the fact that this 
is not lawful speech, which is why the Supreme Court declined to hear the 
First Amendment issue raised by Scheidler. "As the Seventh Circuit Court of 
Appeals noted in its October 2001 decision," she says, "violence is not free 
speech." 
The Supreme Court has agreed to review portions of NOW v. Scheidler. 
All eyes will understandably be on the Supreme Court when it comes time 
for their decision, sometime early next year. As for Joseph Scheidler, he says 
that the threat of financial ruin or injunction will not put an end to the anti-
abortion movement- "We'll still go out to the clinics. We'll still pray. We'll 
still do the things we're doing." You can bet that Pro-Choice leaders will be 
watching him very closely. 
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Model Surfing Legislation 
by Tom Ladegaard 
The other day I was surfing at Dog Beach in Ocean Beach. It was a beau-
tiful sunny day, and the conditions were an inconsistent, yet fast and hollow 
2-4'. Because the waves at the jetty are unlike any other in the area, and 
every other break was closing out, this was a particularly crowded day. I 
overheard an inexperienced surfer ask another surfer, who happened to be 
catching all the waves, how right of way on a wave is determined. The man 
responded, "The first one to his feet gets the wave." This astounded me 
because I grew up surfing in San Diego, and it is common knowledge that 
the person closest to the peak has right of way. Should someone.already be 
at his feet when the person closest to the ·peak begins paddling, that is an 
exception, not the rule. Sure enough, a perfect 4' set came my way, and I 
was the closest one at the peak when I took off, and I even got to my feet 
first, yet the above-referented thief took the wave anyhow, and never looked 
back. Worry not my friends, we exchanged words. 
I have had enough. Too many surfers just do not know how to behave in 
the water, and it has led to many a frustrating session for myself and others. 
For that reason I have decided to use my immense wealth and influence to 
lobby the California Legislature to amend the Civil Code to enact the 
Unlawful Surfing Practices Act. Please send your financial support. The fol-
lowing is an excerpt of the relevant portions of the Act: 
Section 7200. The purpose of this Act is to ensure that the ocean and its 
waves are enjoyed by all, and this Act shall be construed liberally to accom-
plish that purpose. 
Section 7201. Definitions. 
(1) "Snake" shall mean any surfer who takes off on a wave while another 
surfer is closer to the peak of the wave, and intending to surf in the same 
~irection. Intent to snake is not a prerequisite to being a snake. Under these 
conditions one shall be considered a "snake" unless: 
(a) the surfer who otherwise would be a snake was to his or her feet before 
the surfer closest to the peak began paddling; 
(b) the surfer closest to the peak is clearly a beginner, and based on that day's 
performance a reasonable surfer would conclude that the surfer would not 
have successfully ridden the wave; 
(c) the surfer who otherwise would have been a snake had previously been 
snaked, on the same day, by the person he or she is currently snaking; 
( d) the surfer closest to the peak clearly would not have successfully made 
the initial drop-in. 
(2) "Kook" shall mean any and all of the following: 
(a) one who unintentionally snakes another under(!) of this section; 
(b) one who litters on the beach or the ocean; 
(c) one who violates section 7202 of this Act; 
. ( d) one who attempts to catch a wave, and does not ride the wave because of 
fear, while another surfer, who would have been a snake under (I) of this 
section, backed out of the wave so as not to be a snake; 
( e) one who fails to get out of the way when a surfer is riding a wave. Such 
a surfer is also known as the "dtrer in headlights". 
Section 7202. Prohibitions. It shall be an unlawful surfing practice to 
engage in the following practices in the water: 
( 1) snaking another surfer within section 7201 of this Act. It shall be lawful 
to snake· body boarders, or "speed bumps"; 
(2) knowingly or.negligently violate section 7201(2)(e) of this Act; 
(3) immediately after snaking someone under section 7201 (I) of this Act, to 
paddle inside the victim of the snaking and wait for the next set. For purpos-
es of this section, "to paddle inside" means to assert oneself in such a posi-
tion that he or she will be in the right of way over the victim of the snaking, 
for the next wave; 
(4) engage in such kookery as described in section 7201(2) of this Act; 
(5) to cast one's surfboard aside, rather than duck dive or otherwise maintain 
control of the surfboard, in the path of a wave. 
Section 7203. Affirmative Defense. Snaking shall be an affirmative defense 
to any civil action for assault and/or battery. 
